


A presentation of the 
newer type of meditations

2. The Teaching on the New Discipleship.  This has 
been revolutionary where the older schools of 
occultism are concerned.  The teaching includes:

c. A presentation of the newer type of 
meditations, with its emphasis upon visualisation
and the use of the creative imagination… (R&I vol. 5)



AI, gateway to more maya, glamor and illusions or a 
potential gateway to a more unified humanity?

We are taking a somewhat radical departure from our usual 
presentations and will be explore the occult and esoteric 
implications of AI and Robotics. 

New developments in Artificial Intelligence may be a part of 
uniting what the physicist Peter Russell called the global 
brain and  esotericists the planetary etheric body,  if used 
wisely and could potentially link what appear as isolated and 
random parts into one unity.

We will also be exploring AI and its potential dangers if not 
used with spiritual intent or wisely.



New and experimental
methods must be employed.

Almost a century ago the Master DK via AAB made 
this important statement about future teachings that 
would take place after the turn of this last century. 

"People are apt to forget that with each forward 
advance of humanity, the demands upon the 
Hierarchy change, new needs must be met, new 
techniques used, new and experimental methods 
must be employed. As I write for disciples and 
initiates, I call this to their attention“ (R&I V p. 246)



Ray 4 and 7 will usher in the new art

The building of the Antahkarana will lead to-

Intensifying human creativity and thus bring in the new art as 
a basis for the new culture and as a conditioning factor in the 
new civilisation. One thing only will I add to the above and to 
the elucidation of the significance of Rule V.  The clue to all 
this esoteric work demanded by Shamballa is to be found in 
the development of the Art of Visualisation…
… All creative art will be fostered by this training, and the 

new art of the future in all departments of creativity will be 
rapidly developed as the training proceeds.  The unfoldment
of the sense of vision and of the sense of synthesis, through 
visualisation, will lead to a sense of livingness in form. 
.                                                                                                                       (R&I 124 vol. 5)



No contact with higher principals































Another power of the soul is psychometry.

• “Another power of the soul is psychometry. Now what is psychometry? It 
might be defined as the ability to take a tangible something, belonging 
perhaps to an individual, and through the medium of that, to put oneself en 
rapport with that individual, or with a group of individuals. Psychometry is 
the law of association of ideas applied to the vibratory quality of force for the 
purpose of obtaining information. Again, the race will become clairaudient 
and clairvoyant, which means the capacity to hear and see as clearly and 
accurately upon the subtler planes as we do upon the physical. It will involve 
the ability to hear and see all that concerns the group—that is, to hear and 
see in the fourth and fifth dimensions…"The fourth dimension is the ability to 
see through and around a thing. The fifth dimension is the ability, for 
instance, to take an eye, and by means of that eye to put oneself en rapport 
with all other eyes in the solar system. To see in the sixth dimension might be 
defined as the power to take a pebble off the beach, and by means of it to put 
oneself in accord with the entire planet. Now in the fifth dimension, where 
you took the eye, you were limited to a particular line of manifestation, but in 
the case of the sixth dimension, where you took a pebble, you were put in 
touch with the entire planet." This is something very far ahead of us, but it is 
interesting to speak about, and holds a promise for each and all. 

Consciousness of the Atom by AAB p. 138-39)



Henry Miller meets H.P.B

“I had just been reading Madame Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled, but was not 
given to mystical experience.

As I looked at a photograph of [Madame Blavatsky’s] face….I was 
hypnotized by her eyes and I had a complete vision of her as if she were in 
the room.

Now I don’t know if that had anything to do with what happened next, but I 
had a flash, I came to the realization that I was responsible for my whole 
life, whatever had happened. I used to blame my family, society, my wife . . . 
and that day I saw so clearly that I had nobody to blame but myself. I put 
everything on my own shoulders and I felt so relieved: Now I’m free, no one 
else is responsible. And that was a kind of awakening…“ Henry Miller

(Extracted from the Publication, Trycycle by David White)











Augmented and Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality

The computer-generated simulation of 
a three-dimensional image or 
environment that can 
be interacted with in a seemingly real 
or physical way by a person using 
special electronic equipment, such as 
a helmet with a screen inside or gloves 
fitted with sensors.

The Meta Quest 2, formerly known as the 
Oculus Quest 2, is a virtual reality (VR) 
headset that allows users to interact with 
the virtual world.

https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=2465539c7fa84006&rlz=1C1AVFC_enUS783US783&sxsrf=ACQVn0_JkpJAiVJUHx7hoZwUtFntCN9TOA:1712775229661&q=three-dimensional&si=AKbGX_oN-ZqohNPIr8uKJpTP_Ifd8QUdmP5PpVyRpALjlyEmTy1p1T6dYkt5Ot0nlv5Kvn9fZH8jBJdAxERRZb2yhJrAhq09F9Pvq_PDeMGcjn3hOB_vOOdAdA47A1AbzGDKyU-7yKxF&expnd=1&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=2ahUKEwiIipP5qLiFAxUBOTQIHaeTCDQQyecJegQIEBAO
https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=2465539c7fa84006&rlz=1C1AVFC_enUS783US783&sxsrf=ACQVn0_JkpJAiVJUHx7hoZwUtFntCN9TOA:1712775229661&q=interacted&si=AKbGX_pvY3MWP4azJI0Z_NruCLb8rOgKsAKIpH3KZ4a3_chD4aFN4HTEiKtgikdIXkxKiMVgScCBr7a1GqNYCP3xKgWmW7OKyjtKmMfnXb7YJf1YThFjevw=&expnd=1&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=2ahUKEwiIipP5qLiFAxUBOTQIHaeTCDQQyecJegQIEBAP


The Way of Fire

"I seek the Way; I yearn to know. Visions I see,
and fleeting deep impressions. Behind the Portal,
on the other side, lies that which I call home, for
the circle hath been well-nigh trod, and the end
approacheth the beginning.

I seek the Way. All ways my feet have trod. The
Way of Fire calls me with fierce appeal. Naught in
me seeks the way of peace; naught in me yearns
for earth.

Let the fire rage, the flames devour; let all the
dross be burnt;

and let me enter through that Gate, and tread the
Way of Fire.“ (LOS, 209)









• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pA4PK8N
TImA

• https://www.dropbox.com/request/tW4h

OG31qbuyez0aRVCV Mike dropbox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pA4PK8NTImA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pA4PK8NTImA
https://www.dropbox.com/request/tW4hOG31qbuyez0aRVCV
https://www.dropbox.com/request/tW4hOG31qbuyez0aRVCV
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